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The topic of sex doll ownership and use has become a much-discussed social issue over the past two years. Prosecutions have been brought against several people – typically men – in a range of jurisdictional areas, such as the UK, USA, and Australia, in relation to the ownership of obscene materials. Their import and ownership of dolls that resemble children have also been debated as to whether they constitute ‘child pornography’ offences, despite these dolls not being sentient beings and no real victims being harmed.

Critics of sex doll use cite a range of concerns, such as dolls acting as a gateway to contact sexual offending, through processes of misogynistic objectification (for adult-like dolls), the building-up of existing sexual urges (for child-like dolls), and the fostering of sexual entitlement (in users of all types of doll). These critics typically write from ideologically feminist perspectives, and call upon personal feelings about the potential effects of mainstream pornography of sexual attitudes and behaviors when formulating their arguments (Eggleton, 2019). In contrast, those who advocate on behalf of doll owners report how such dolls could offer a safe sexual outlet for those with non-mainstream sexual interests (e.g., pedophilia), or those who are unable to access real sexual partners for a host of social and interpersonal reasons (Döring & Pöshl, 2018). However, attempts to systematically evaluate the research base for both sides of this emerging and controversial social debate have found an almost total lack of published empirical studies on the topic of sex doll ownership and use (Cox-George & Bewley, 2018).

In this project, we have conducted a series of semi-structured interviews to explore the experiences of people who own and use sex dolls. In this presentation we will discuss our findings to date, related to the various sexual and non-sexual functions of sex doll ownership, the impacts of doll ownership on interpersonal relationships with real partners, and experiences of social stigma related to sex doll use. We will also discuss the legal and
social implications of our findings, and aim to facilitate a broader discussion as to the best ways in which to advance an evidence-based social debate about this topic.

Learning Goals:
- To define the legal status of sex doll ownership.
- To explore the lived experiences of sex doll owners in relation to the function of dolls, their effects on intimate relationships, emotional wellbeing, and sexual behavior.
- To advance a broader evidence-based debate about the future directions of social discussions about sex doll ownership.
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